
The “Terrateck Hoe” is a versatile tillage tool for gardeners and 
vegetable gardeners. It can easily mechanize your seedling 
preparation, hoeing, weeding and hilling work. A complete 
range of tools is available to make daily crop maintenance 
easier. This versatile, upgradable tool can be fitted to any kind 
of soil and crop types. Maintenance free, the Terrateck Hoe will 
win you over with its handiness and versatility, and because it is 
designed to last.

- Ergonomic design, beech handle
- Light weight of 7.5 kg
- Can be adjusted to user’s height
- Adjustment of work height*
- Adjustment of tools’ angle of attack*
- Easy-to-handle & upgradable
- Maintenance free
- Tools are easy to install, without wrenches
- Simple, solid construction

Registered model

Registered model

Roller 
base RB

Packer 
roller PR

Seedlings 
roller SR Roll 

crumbler 
RC 300 mm blade 

BL 300
100 mm hiller 

HL100

200 mm hiller 
HL200

Harrow heavy 
springs SHE + 

RHEL

Harrow springs 
fine SHE + RHEF

Three tined 
cultivator 

TTC-3

* Only on the single hoe ** Subject to security deposit

Approved for 3 generations!

Investing in several decades 
of services

Hoe
Multiple tool rickshaw cultivator

Single hoe

WARRANTY

YE
A

R



Our standard frame can be fitted with a two-wheel kit to go directly 
on the row and work as close as possible to the crops. Passing with 
two wheels enables more accurate and effective weeding. Other 
complementary tools will enable you to take advantage of the 
numerous opportunities provided by the Terrateck Hoe.

Une base modulable suivant vos besoin.

So many options***

So many tools at your disposal***

Kit houe
double***

Second mounting tools 
SMT

Lelièvre prongs KDLL

Préci-disks PD

Deported arms set DAS

Adjustable base depending on your needs

Harrow heavy springs 
SHE + RHEL

Harrow springs 
fine SHE + RHEF

600 mm extended tool bar 
TB600+BSO

Terrateck Hoe: more work for less e�ort!

Single hoes + kit = double hoe.

*** Parts sold separately
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